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Introduction

Osprey’s Alerts are part of the :Core offering, near real-time email notifications sent 
directly to your inbox. They include a full description of the event, analysis of 
potential impact, advice on whether the event is part of a wider trend, and 
recommendations for steps to take all delivered directly to your inbox.

What will be covered:

 How to search for specific Alerts

 Osprey Alert types

 How to apply Alert Notification email filters
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Searching for a Specific Alert

1. Go to the Alerts page where a database of all Osprey Alerts will appear

2. Use the search bar menu function to:

• Search for keywords within an Alert

• Filter by country 

• Filter by Alert type 

How To
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Standard Alerts 

Osprey delivers ‘Standard Alerts’ on incidents or events that are assessed to have a 
significant potential impact on operations within a country, airspace or airport. In addition, 
Standard Alerts are issued when the incidence re-enforces our assessment, advice and 
recommendation for a country, airspace or airport. 

Osprey Standard Alerts cover the following topics: aviation security, safety, operational and 
regulatory occurrences as well as conflict zone dynamics and conventional military issues. 
Each Osprey Standard Alert includes a specific set of recommendations, which operators 
are advised to enact to mitigate security, safety and operational risks to their aircraft, 
passengers and crew. 

Our Standard Alerts also include lists of the most recent historical data from the Osprey 
incident database. The incident data provides operators with additional awareness of 
aviation safety, security, operational and regulatory occurrences as well as conflict zone 
dynamics and conventional military issues that may affect flight operations within the 
country, airspace or airport. Standard Alerts can be user-customised (i.e., relating to 
selected geographical regions).

Alert Types

STANDARD
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Critical Alerts 

Osprey delivers ‘Critical Alerts’ when incidents or events cause severe disruption to civilian 
flight operations or are assessed to have a critical impact on aviation operations within a 
country, airspace or airport. In addition, our Critical Alerts cover incidents or events where 
the situation precipitates aviation industry-wide visibility.

Critical Alerts cover the following topics: aviation security, safety, operational and regulatory 
occurrences as well as conflict zone dynamics and conventional military issues. Each Critical 
Alert includes a summary of the relevant incident or event, an analysis of the impact that 
the activity poses to civil aviation and an assessment of the risk posed to flight operations 
relevant to the country, airspace or airport. Each Osprey Critical Alert includes a specific set 
of recommendations operators are advised to enact to mitigate security, safety and 
operational risks to their aircraft, passengers and crew. 

Our Critical Alerts also include detailed advice bullets, which outline potential second-and-
third-order effects that the incident or event may have on the aviation operating 
environment. Finally, Critical Alerts conclude with a list of the most recent historical data 
from the Osprey incident database. The incident data provides operators with additional 
awareness of aviation safety, security, operational and regulatory occurrences as well as 
conflict zone dynamics and conventional military issues that may affect flight operations 
within the country, airspace or airport

CRITCAL
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Forecast Notifications

Osprey issues ‘Forecast notifications’ on activity that has a realistic possibility, is likely or 
has a near certain likelihood of occurring in the future. Each Osprey Forecast notification 
includes a specific likelihood probability and timeframe for which the activity is expected 
to occur, along with defined geographic areas, airspaces, countries and/or airports which 
may be impacted. Please see below for the definitions related to likelihood and 
timeframes: 

Osprey Forecasts include a set of recommendations and/or advice to aid in minimising the 
impact of the activity and/or limit exposure to the activity to flight operations. Our 
Forecasts also include lists of the most recent historical data from the Osprey incident 
database. 

The incident data provides operators with additional awareness of aviation safety, security, 
operational and regulatory occurrences as well as conflict zone dynamics and 
conventional military issues that may affect flight operations within the country, airspace 
or airport. 
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Thematic Analysis

Situation Updates

Osprey delivers Thematic Analysis to highlight developments and trends in longstanding 
issues that are assessed to have a potential impact on operations within a country, 
airspace or airport. Such issues include gold-smuggling, drug trafficking and irregular 
migration, as well as terrorism, cyber incidents, environmental activism and unruly 
passengers. Osprey’s Thematic Analysis alerts include a set of recommendations and/or
advice to aid in minimising the impact of the activity and/or limit exposure to the activity to 
flight operations as well as lists of recent historical data from the Osprey incident database 
to provide context.

Osprey delivers Situation Updates to highlight developments in a specific situation (e.g. 
conflict or other geopolitical issue or major incident) that is assessed to have a significant 
potential impact on operations within a country, airspace or airport. Each Osprey Situation 
Update includes specific recommendations, which operators are advised to enact to 
mitigate security, safety and operational risks to their aircraft, passengers and crew. Our 
Situation Updates also include lists of the most recent historical data from the Osprey 
incident database to provide context.

Regulatory Updates

Osprey delivers Regulatory Updates to highlight prohibitions, restrictions and 
recommendations issued by industry regulators assessed by Osprey to have a significant 
potential impact on operations. Each Osprey Regulatory Update includes relevant analysis 
of potential security, safety and operational risks to aircraft, passengers and crew as well 
as lists of the most recent historical data from the Osprey incident database to provide 
context.

Risk Rating Change Updates

Osprey delivers Risk Rating Change Updates to alert Osprey clients to changes in our 
untreated airport, airspace or country risk ratings. Each Osprey Risk Rating Change 
Update includes relevant analysis of the factors that have contributed to the change and 
an assessment of likely further developments. Our Risk Rating Change Updates also 
include relevant analysis of potential security, safety and operational risks to aircraft, 
passengers and crew as well as lists of the most recent historical data from the Osprey 
incident database to provide context.
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Apply Alert Notification Email Filters

1. Under 'Admin' tab you will find a 'Roles' option. You can create Roles that can be 
linked to user accounts with filters applied. 

2. To create new Role select 'Add' and name your Role. You will then be able to 
define the relevant Permissions for the user(s) within the platform and the Email 
Notification Preferences.

3. Once the 'Email Notification Preferences' tab is selected you can apply filters:

1. By selecting locations by either Region or Country

2. By Selecting Categories. The Categories contain all the Osprey 'Ping Types'.

How To
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Apply Alert Notification Email Filters (Continued)

1. The categories are defined by Aviation Safety, Aviation Security, Conflict Dynamic 
and Conventional Military Activity. If all Ping Types are relevant under 
these categories, then the tick box can be selected.

2. If more filtering is required use the arrow to drop down all Ping Types and 
select the ones that are relevant.

3. For context below are all the Categories and Ping Types:

How To

Once the Role has been defined select 'Save'. You can then go Back to the Admin Tab 
and find the User(s) you would like to have the Role applied to. 
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Still need assistance?
T: +44 2086 112 659  |  E: info@ospreyfs.com  |  W: www.ospreyflightsolutions.com

Follow us

@Osprey Flight Solutions @OspreyFlightSolutions

@osprey-fs-news @Ospreyfs

 Osprey:Core Training Guide
 
 Osprey Methodology

 Osprey Forecast Notifications information sheet

 Osprey Forecast Explainer

 Osprey Reports Article

Osprey Admin Article

Conclusion

Osprey’s Alerts are the best way to stay abreast of global aviation events and risks,  
with near real-time email notifications, broken down by type to help you with 
strategic decision-making and reduce disruption.
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